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Polarization degrees of freedom in photoinduced two-nucleon knockout from finite nuclei
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The polarization degrees of freedom in photoinduced two-nucleon knockout from finite nuclei are studied. It
is pointed out that they open good perspectives to study the dynamics of dinucleons in the medium in detail.
The (g,pp) and (g,pn) angular cross sections, photon asymmetries, and outgoing nucleon polarizations are
calculated for the target nuclei16O and 12C and photon energies ranging from 100 up to 500 MeV. It is
investigated to which degree the two-nucleon emission reaction is dominated by photoabsorption on3S1(T
50) proton-neutron and1S0(T51) proton-proton pairs in the nuclear medium. The calculations demonstrate
that dominance ofS-wave photoabsorption in the (g,pn) channel does not necessarily imply that the reaction
mechanism is similar to what is observed in deuteron photodisintegration.@S0556-2813~98!00103-4#

PACS number~s!: 24.70.1s, 24.10.2i, 25.20.Lj, 24.50.1g
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the late 1950’s it was pointed out by Gottfried that af
making a few approximations, the cross section for photo
duced two-nucleon (2N) knockout s(g,NaNb) can be re-
lated to quantities that are sensitive to the relative and cen
of-mass motion of nucleon pairs in the nuclear system@1#. In
this pioneering work, it was predicted that 2N knockout
cross sections are proportional to the so-called pair func
F(P), which is related to the probability of finding a nucleo
pair with c.m. momentumP in a finite nuclear system. Th
c.m. momentumP can be determined in terms of the m
menta of the two escaping nucleons (kWa and kWb) and the
momentum transferred by the photon (qW g):

PW 5kWa1kWb2qW g . ~1!

It should be noted that as soon as one goes beyond the
proximations that are at the basis of the Gottfried approa
the differential cross sections can no longer be formally f
torized in terms of the pair function and factors that depe
on the relative motion of the active pair. This is, for examp
the case when considering more realistic wave functions t
plane waves for the outgoing nucleons. Nevertheless,
dominant role of the pair functionF(P) in theA(g,pn) and
A(g,pp) processes has been experimentally confirmed@2–
5#. This observation raises confidence in that the (g,NaNb)
reaction mechanism can be sufficiently kept under contro
gain also empirical information about the relative motion
nucleon pairs in the medium. It is worth noting also that t
measured12C(e,e8pp) @6,7# and 16O(e,e8pp) @8# cross sec-
tions have recently been shown to scale in terms of the
function F(P).

Pioneering two-nucleon knockout studies with moder
energy resolution were performed at Tokyo and Bonn@9,10#.
In recent years, the PIP-TOF collaboration has collecte
vast amount of 2N knockout data at the tagged photon fac
ity of the 800 MeV Mainz electron accelerator. In compa
570556-2813/98/57~3!/1319~18!/$15.00
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son with earlier work, these measurements are character
by an improved energy resolution and cover a wide pho
energy region (100<Eg<800 MeV!. Measurements with
polarized photon beams on4He and12C are in the process o
being analyzed. Other experiments with polarized pho
beams were performed for the target nuclei3He @11# and
16O @12# at the LEGS facility located at the Brookhave
National Laboratory. In these experiments, the photon
ergy ranged from 220 up to 305 MeV. The3He(gW ,pn)p
asymmetries turned out to be remarkably similar to tho
obtained fromd(gW ,p)n, provided that one selects that part
the proton-neutron phase spacedVpdVndEpdEn for which
the residual protonp can almost be guaranteed to be at re
With this restriction, only two nucleons are involved in th
reaction process and the residual proton is a spectator.
cently, it was pointed out by Sandorfi and Leidemann@13#
that the mere assumption of proton pairs predominan
moving in a relative1S0 state have major implications fo
the linear-polarization3He(gW ,pp)n asymmetries. Along the
same lines, Wilhelm, Niskanen, and Arenho¨vel @14# pointed
out that relatively simple forms for the (g,pp) cross sections
and polarization observables can be obtained when assu
photoabsorption on1S0 diprotons and dominance of any tw
of the three multipoles (E1,E2,M2) in the transition-matrix
elements.

Turning to finite nuclei, a number of models to deal wi
two-nucleon knockout have been developed over the
couple of years. The models fall into different categori
The one developed by the Valencia group@15# aims at de-
scribing all the different aspects of the photon-nucleus c
pling and pion final-state interactions in a unified diagra
matic approach. This includes all the~multi-!pion and
~multi-!nucleon production channels. A very large amount
contributing mechanisms are included in the description
the pion and nucleon photoproduction channels. All this
the expense of the nuclear structure aspects of the rea
which are dealt with in a nuclear-matter approach. The loc
density approximation is applied to obtain results for fin
1319 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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1320 57JAN RYCKEBUSCH, DIMITRI DEBRUYNE, AND WIM VAN NESPEN
nuclei. The Valencia calculations have been carefully co
pared to the (g,NN) data collected in recent years@16–18#.
Generally a fair description of the missing energy spectr
obtained, an exception made for the (g,pp) channel for
which the calculations tend to overestimate the data@16,17#.
A major conclusion from these comparisons is that for
photoabsorption mechanism to be two-body in nature
has to select those processes for which theA22 fragment is
created at low missing energies well below the pion prod
tion threshold @4#. At higher missing energies the two
nucleon knockout strength is predicted to be essentially
to initial (g,p) production and subsequent pion final-sta
interactions. This implies that the higher missing ene
range is excluded when studying the properties of dinucle
in the medium. Indeed, in these studies it is essential to g
antee that only two nucleons participate in the reaction p
cess.

The models developed in Pavia@19# and Gent@20# are
less ambitious as far as the number of included reac
mechanisms are concerned. They concentrate on the
body photoabsorption mechanisms and do not include
pion production channels. In light of the previous discussi
these models are therefore restricted to the low missing
ergy part of the two-nucleon knockout spectra. In practi
this usually amounts to restricting oneself to events t
leave the residual A-2 system at an excitation energy lo
than 50 MeV. In comparison with the Valencia approach,
Gent and Pavia models put more emphasis on a proper
scription of the nuclear structure aspects of the 2N emission
reaction process. In both models, the shell-model framew
is the starting point to account for the nuclear structure
pects. In light of 2N emission processes being a possi
probe to study ground-state correlations, the mean-field w
functions are corrected for~central! Jastrow correlation ef-
fects.

Here we report on calculations that aim at investigat
the dynamics of dinucleons in the medium with the aid
photoinduced two-nucleon knockout. More, in particular,
concentrate on the additional degrees of freedom create
using ~linearly! polarized photon beams and recoil nucle
polarimetry. The organization of this paper is as follows.
Sec. II the definitions and conventions for the (g,NN) cross
sections and polarization observables are given. Section
devoted to a description of the different assumptions wh
are at the basis of the model calculations presented her
factorized~Sec. III A! and an unfactorized~Sec. III B! model
are sketched. Rather than elaborating on the technical de
we make an attempt to describe the basic ideas and ass
tions behind the models. Section IV contains the results
the numerical calculations. We concentrate on proton-pro
and proton-neutron knockout from the target nuclei16O and
12C in several kinematical conditions and consider pho
energies from 100 up to 500 MeV. Finally, Sec. V conta
the conclusions.

II. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
AND POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES

Using standard techniques the fourfold differential cro
section for the photoinduced two-nucleon knockout proc
A1g→A221Na1Nb in the LAB frame (pW A50W ) reads
-
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d4s

dVadVbdEadEb
5

1

~2p!52Eg

kakbEbEad~EA221Ea1Eb

2EA2Eg!(
f i

¯umF
f i~l!u2, ~2!

where (̄ f i denotes the appropriate averaging over the in
states and sum over the final states. The variableska (kb)
andEa (Eb) refer to the three-momentum and total energy
the escaping nucleons. Further,l denotes the photon circula
polarization. The adopted normalization convention is fo
nonrelativistic description of the nuclear wave functions. T
mF

f i(l) is the transition-matrix element for the reaction und
study and is defined as

mF
f i~l561!

5^C f
~A22!~Ex ,JRMR!;kWamsa

;kWbmsb
uJl~qW g!uC0&,

~3!

where ukWamsa
& and ukWbmsb

& are the distorted wave

of the outgoing nucleonNa and Nb , respectively. The
uC f

(A22)(Ex ,JRMR)& determines the wave function of th
residualA-2 system. Its excitation energyEx is expressed
relative to the ground-state energy of the boundA-2 nucleus.
In all forthcoming derivations we assume that the resid
nucleus is created in a specific state characterized by an
citation energyEx and angular momentumJR . This does not
imply, however, that our considerations are restricted to
discrete part of theA-2 spectrum. Indeed, when the situatio
occurs that theA-2 nucleus is created in the continuous p
of its spectrum a summation over the momentaJR has to be
carried out.

In all further considerations, thez axis is chosen along the
direction of the incoming photon momentum. Thexz plane is
defined byqW g andkWa . They axis is then along the direction
of the vectorqW g3kWa .

The photon asymmetryS is given by

S5
ds i~gW ,NN!2ds'~gW ,NN!

ds i~gW ,NN!1ds'~gW ,NN!
, ~4!

where ds i(') is the differential cross section for photon
linearly polarized parallel~perpendicular! to thexz reaction
plane. The polarization for the nucleonNa is defined accord-
ing to

Py
a5

ds↑~g,NW aN!2ds↓~g,NW aN!

ds↑~g,NW aN!1ds↓~g,NW aN!
, ~5!

whereds↑(↓) is the differential cross section for nucleonNa
polarized along~against! the y axis. Remark that the choic
of the reference system is such that the nucleon on wh
recoiling nucleon polarimetry is performed is labeled asNa
and that the spin is measured along the direction norma
the reaction plane containingqW g andkWa .

The unpolarized differential cross section and asymme
can be written in terms of structure functions and read@21#
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d4s

dVadVbdEadEb
5

1

~2p!52Eg

kakbEbEa

3d~EA221Ea1Eb2EA2Eg!
1

2
WT ~6!

S52
WTT

WT
, ~7!

with

WT~qg ,ka ,kb ,ua ,ub ,fa ,fb!

5 (
msa

,msb
,MR

@„mF
f i~l511!…* „mF

f i~l511!…1„mF
f i~l521!…* „mF

f i~l521!…#, ~8!
d

e-
o-
the
bute
he

he
WTT~qg ,ka ,kb ,ua ,ub ,fa ,fb!

52 ReF (
msa

,msb
,MR

„mF
f i~l521!…* „mF

f i~l511!…G .

~9!

At this point it is worth remarking that the unpolarize
(e,e8NaNb) cross section depends on both theWT andWTT
structure function. Apart from these, the (e,e8NaNb) differ-
n
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ential cross section is further determined by theWLT andWL

structure function, reflecting the longitudinal degree of fre
dom in electron scattering. In any case, with the aid of p
larized real photon beams one can gain control over
transverse channels which have been shown to contri
substantially to triple coincidence reactions of t
(e,e8NaNb) type @22,23#.

The outgoing nucleon polarization can be written in t
following form:
Py
a5

1

WT
(

msb
,MR ,l61

Re@ i ^C f
~A22!~Ex ,JRMR!;kWamsa

51/2;kWbmsb
uJl~qW !uC0&

3^C f
~A22!~Ex ,JRMR!;kWamsa

521/2;kWbmsb
uJl~qW !uC0&* #. ~10!
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III. MODELS FOR EXCLUSIVE TWO-NUCLEON
KNOCKOUT FROM FINITE NUCLEI

Direct two-nucleon knockout following photoabsorptio
is dominated by two-body current operatorsJl

@2#(qW ). In our
model calculations, an effective Lagrangian approach
adopted to construct the two-body currents that determ
the coupling of the photon field to the nuclear system.
selecting the current operators or, equivalently, the cont
uting reaction mechanisms, we have been led by the ob
vation that the dominant role of~virtual! pion production in
photoinduced two-nucleon knockout has been establishe
several photoabsorption calculations@15,24,25#. The most el-
ementary process that allows gaining control over the role
the pion in photoinduced experiments is pion photoprod
tion on the nucleong1N→N81p. It is very well known
that for photon energies below 0.5 GeV the cross secti
and polarization observables for these reactions are fa
well understood in an effective Langrangian approach ret
is
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n
-

er-
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of
-

s
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-

ing a selected class of diagrams@26,27#. The diagrams which
are commonly included in photopion production studies
shown in Fig. 1. We now transfer all elementary pion pr
duction processes of Fig. 1 to the nuclear medium and
sume that the created pion is reabsorbed. As a result of s
a process a second nucleon can be brought on the mass
and one obtains the diagrams of Fig. 2 all feeding the tw
nucleon knockout channel. These diagrams represent
processes which are believed to be the major contributor
the (g,NN) reaction process at low missing energies. In F
2, diagrams~a!, ~b!, ~d!, and ~e! correspond with genuine
two-body photoabsorption, respectively, related to meson
change@~a! and~b!# and isobaric currents@~d! and~e!#. Dia-
grams~c! and~f! are characterized by one-body photoabso
tion with subsequent two-nucleon knockout and refer
final-state interactions and ground-state correlations, res
tively.

The two-body operators related to Fig. 2~a! and 2~b! are
the standard pion-exchange current operators that can be
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1322 57JAN RYCKEBUSCH, DIMITRI DEBRUYNE, AND WIM VAN NESPEN
rived from the one-pion-exchange part of the nucleo
nucleon interaction through minimal substitution@26,28#.
We use the standardpNN pseudovector coupling with
f pNN

2 /4p50.079 and regularize thepNN vertices with
monopole form factors using a cutoff mass ofLpNN51200
MeV. The one-nucleon photoabsorption mechanism of F
2~f! would not contribute in a shell-model~or independent
particle! picture of the target nucleus and refers to the sit
tion in which one-body photoabsorption on a correlated p
forces two nucleons to escape. In principle, this proc
could be treated on the same footing as the other contribu
diagrams. This would imply, however, that solely groun
state correlations induced by the one-pion-exchange pa
the nucleon-nucleon interaction are included. This is at o
with the widely spread belief that heavier meson exchang
the major source of ground-state correlations. Genera
short-range effects are difficult to deal with in a diagra
matic approach. Nevertheless, various techniques have
developed to cope with the complexity of the ground state
an interacting Fermion system. Here, we resort to a semip
nomenological approach to relate the results of these the

FIG. 1. Basic diagrams contributing to photopion production
the nucleon. The diagrams are drawn in a rather uncommon fas
so as to make the link with photoinduced 2N knockout more clear
~Fig. 2!. ~a! Kroll-Rudermann term;~b! pion-pole term;~c!,~f! direct
and crossed nucleon Born terms;~d!,~e! direct and crossedD terms.

FIG. 2. The equivalent diagrams of Fig. 1 for two-nucle
knockout from finite nuclei in the spectator approximation. Ea
solid line shows a nucleon moving in a mean-field potential.
-
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-
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ical ground-state investigations with the cross sections
polarization observables for (g,NN) reactions. It consists o
correcting the mean-field Slater determinantuC0& with a
Jastrow-like correlation function:

)
i , j

f c~r i j !uC0&. ~11!

Such an expansion mocks up two-, three-, . . .A-body cor-
relations. In the actual calculations only the central corre
tions of the two-body type are retained. As a matter of fa
such an approximation amounts to correcting the produc
the single-particle bound-state functions of the act
nucleon-pairfa(1)fb(2) with a central correlation function

fa~1!fb~2!→fa~1!fb~2! f c~r 12!. ~12!

In an attempt to find out about the sensitivity of the (g,NN)
angular cross sections and polarization observables to
ground-state correlations we have used several types of
relation functions in the calculations.

The results of this paper will confirm the importance
theD33 resonance in photoinduced two-nucleon knockout
photon energies below 0.5 GeV. As we consider photon
ergies in the resonance region special care must be take
constructing the isobaric current operators related to inter
diateD33 creation of the typegNN→ND→NN. A detailed
account of the isobaric currents in the context of two-nucle
knockout reactions was given in Ref.@23#. As our model
calculations start from the assumption that the pion is
major mediator between several nucleons, theVNN,ND inter-
action which enters in the construction of the isobaric c
rents is the pion-exchange interaction. The short-ra
effects at thepND vertex are described by introducin
a meson-baryon form factor which we assume to be eq
to the one introduced at thepNN vertices : (LpNN

2

2mp
2 )/(LpNN

2 1pp
2 ). Such an approach can be justified b

considering that the quark radial wave function is expec
to be similar for N and D @29#. Through introducing the
vertex form factors the hard short-range piece of theVNN,ND

and one-pion-exchange interaction are largely cut out. U
less otherwise specified the cutoff massLpNN is fixed at
1200 MeV/c.

The gND interaction is considered in its standard form

LgND5
f gND

mp
~SW †3¹W !•AW gTW 3

† , ~13!

with AW g the photon field. ThegND coupling constant is
0.12. In order to ensure the invariance of the above inte
tion Lagrangian the operations are evaluated in theD c.m.
frame.

A. A factorized model for photoinduced two-proton knockout

We now consider a simplified model for (g,NaNb). Two
approximations are necessary for the angular (g,NN) cross
section to factorize. First, a plane-wave description for
escaping particles should be adopted. In addition, a se
assumption regarding the relative motion of the pairs ha
be made in the sense that the decoupling of the c.m.

on
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relative motion of the pair can only be formally achiev
after the photon is assumed to couple to dinucleons resi
in relative S waves. This simplification is known as th
‘‘quasideuteron’’ approximation. This terminology might b
a bit confusing in the sense that is used for both prot
proton and proton-neutron knockout. Furthermore, the ra
of the relativeS wave is assumed to be small in comparis
with all other mechanisms that play a role in the react
process. From the technical point of view, this allows repl
ing the relativeS wave by ad function~known as the ‘‘zero-
range approximation’’!, thus enormously simplifying the the
oretical calculations@30–33#. The zero-range approximatio
g

-
e

n
-

somehow implies that one simplifies the Fermi motion in t
relative wave function of the pair. The factorized scheme c
be equally well applied to (g,pn) and (g,pp) reactions. The
fact that solely the terms related to the ground-state corr
tions and a few pieces from the isobaric current contribute
the direct proton-proton knockout mechanism makes the
torized model particularly attractive as rather simple anal
cal expressions for the asymmetry and cross sections ca
derived. The procedure for arriving at factorized expressi
for the structure functions was outlined in Ref.@32#. For the
sake of completeness we rewrite the derived expressions
the WT andWTT structure functions at the real photon poi
e

and
the
WT5Fhh8~P!H mp
2e2qg

2

M p
2 @g~k1!2g~k2!#21

e2

2M p
2 $@ka,xg~k2!1kb,xg~k1!#21@ka,yg~k2!1kb,yg~k1!#2%

1
256

81 S f gND f pND f pNN

mp
3 D 2

GD
2 FqW g3S kWa2kWb

2
D G2

3F kW 1

1

k1
2 1mp

2
2kW 2

1

k2
2 1mp

2 G 2J ,

WTT5Fhh8~P!H 22mp
2e2qg

2

M p
2 @g~k1!2g~k2!#22

e2

M p
2 $@ka,xg~k2!1kb,xg~k1!#22@ka,yg~k2!1kb,yg~k1!#2%

2
256

81 S f gND f pND f pNN

mp
3 D 2

GD
2 F S qW g3S kWa2kWb

2
D D

x

2

2S qW g3S kWa2kWb

2
D D

y

2GF kW 1

1

k1
2 1mp

2
2kW 2

1

k2
2 1mp

2 G 2J , ~14!

with

kW 65
kWa2kWb

2
6

qW g

2
. ~15!

The quantitieskW 6 refer to the two possible values of the relative momentum of the pair. The functiong(k) appearing in the
above expression is the Fourier transform of the central correlation function

g~k![E drWeikW•rW
„12 f c~r !…, ~16!

andFhh8(P) is the probability of finding a proton pair with quantum numbers@h(nhl hj h),h8(nhl hj h)#, c.m. momentumP, and
small internucleon separations in the target nucleus. TheGD is the sum of the ‘‘resonant’’@direct D term corresponding with
Fig. 2~d!# and nonresonantD propagator@crossedD term corresponding with Fig. 2~e!#:

GD[GD
res1GD

non-res5
1

2ED
res1MD2

i

2
GD

res1VD

1
1

2ED
non-res1MD

, ~17!

whereMD51232 MeV,GD
res is the freepN decay width, andVD is the D self-energy in the medium. For light nuclei th

imaginary part of this self-energy is established to be 40 MeV at full nuclear density@26,34,35#. TheED
res andED

non-resare the
invariant energies in the c.m. frame of theD in, respectively, the diagram of Figs. 2~d! and 2~e!. In deriving the analytical
expressions of Eq.~14! the D-current terms in (GD

res2GD
non-res) have been neglected.

The first two terms in the expressions forWT and WTT refer to one-body photoabsorption on the magnetization
convection current, respectively. Retaining only the contribution fromD current to the above structure functions and using
indentity ~7! one readily obtains the following expression for the (g,pp) asymmetry

S52
ka

2sin2uacos 2fa1kb
2sin2ubcos 2fb22kakbsin uasin ubcos~fa1fb!

ka
2sin2ua1kb

2sin2ub22kakbsin uasin ubcos~fa2fb!
, ~18!
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1324 57JAN RYCKEBUSCH, DIMITRI DEBRUYNE, AND WIM VAN NESPEN
where (u,f) are the polar and azimuthal angle of the esc
ing nucleons. For planar kinematics the isobar contribut
to WT andWTT is equal and in the absence of ground-st
correlations the factorized model predicts that the (gW ,pp)
asymmetry is exactly21. At first sight this conclusion seem
to be at odds with the fact that symmetry observations
quire S50 for u1 ,u2e$0°,180°%. Under these circum-
stances, however, also theD current contributions to theWT
andWTT structure functions are predicted to be exactly z
for both photon polarizations, leaving the photon asymme
S undetermined. Remark that the major contribution fro
the ground-state correlations, namely the one origina
from photoabsorption on the one-body magnetization cur
@32#, does equally contribute toWT andWTT . Moreover, in
both cases it has the same relative sign with respect to
isobaric terms. For that reason the factorized scheme
gests that no particular sensitivity of the (g,pp) asymmetries
to ground-state correlations should be expected. The ab
expression further suggests a sort of universal behavior
the asymmetry of direct (g,pp) processes, which is indepen
dent from the shell-model structure of the active pair or t
get mass numberA and only involves the momenta of th
two ejected protons. We did not succeed in deriving a sim
form for thePy

p . In order to reach scaling in terms of the pa
function F(P) one relies on closure properties and such
procedure seems to be excluded when nucleon spin obs
ables are probed.

B. Unfactorized model for photoinduced 2N knockout

In Refs. @20,23# an unfactorized model for calculatin
two-nucleon knockout cross sections was presented. In c
parison with the factorized model outlined in the previo
subsection it provides a more realistic description of the
caping nucleon wave functions. Moreover, no assumpti
are made regarding the nature of the relative wave func
of the active nucleon pair. As a matter of fact, the unfact
ized model does not make the separation between rela
and center-of-mass motion as this can only be achieved
harmonic oscillator basis. Instead of working in a harmo
oscillator basis, we use mean-field quantities~wave func-
tions, potentials, and phase shifts! from a Hartree-Fock cal-
culation with the effective Skyrme force SkE2@36#. We
deem these single-particle wave functions to be realistic
we could obtain a good description for the exclusive qua
elastic (e,e8p) cross sections using these wave functions a
modern optical potentials@37#. Here, we solely summariz
the physical ideas behind the unfactorized model and refe
Refs. @20,23# for the technical details. The principal idea
that following the absorption of a photon by the targ
nucleus, two nucleons are excited from a bound into a c
tinuum eigenstate of a mean-field potential. By making
proper partial wave expansion with products of these c
tinuum eigenstates, an antisymmetrized wave function
be constructed, that is, characterized by two asymptotic
escaping nucleons and a residualA-2 fragment. In order to
ensure the antisymmetrization of the final wave function
found it appropriate to start from a basis set in which
residual fragment is created with a particular angular m
mentumJR . As part of the antisymmetrization procedure w
have accounted for the normalization factor 1/A11dhh8
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which reduces the (g,pp) cross section by a factor of 2
when the two nucleons are ejected from the same sin
particle orbith(nhl hj h).

Within the outlined approach, the essential quantities t
enter the calculation of the two-nucleon knockout cross s
tions are the reduced transition-matrix elements of the ty

^p~e l j !p8~e8l 8 j 8!;J1iTJ~qg!ih~nhl hj h!h8~nh8l h8 j h8!;JR&,
~19!

where h (h8) are the bound-state wave functions for t
orbits from which the nucleons are escaping andp (p8) the
continuum eigenfunctions of the mean-field potential. T
continuum wave functions are determined at an energe
which is determined by the measured nucleon moment
The TJ stands for the magnetic and electric transition ope
tor which is obtained after making a multipole decompo
tion of the current operators. For the results presented h
we reached convergence after including all electric and m
netic multipoles up toJ55. Each of the diagrams of Fig.
will contribute to the transition operatorTJ . For the meson-
exchange and isobaric currents the expressions for the m
elements are given in the Appendix of Ref.@20#. It should be
noted that in the latter reference, which concentrated on p
ton energies below the resonance region, the static limit
theD propagators were considered. Here an updated ver
that uses dynamicD propagators and accounts for both t
direct and crossedD terms has been used. The correspond
current operator was described in detail in Refs.@23,33#.
This current operator could fairly well describe the phot
energy dependence of the12C(g,pn) and 12C(g,pp) cross
sections through theD resonance region@38#. The procedure
for including the ground-state correlation effects of Fig. 2~f!
was outlined in Ref.@23#, where also the expression for th
corresponding reduced matrix elements are given. We wo
like to stress that the unfactorized model can be used w
plane-wave outgoing nucleon waves. It suffices to use Be
functions for the continuum single-particle statesp(e l j ) and
p8(e8l 8 j 8) in the above matrix element. The fact that th
same Hamiltonian is used to construct the mean-field and
bound-state wave functions, together with the transverse
ture of the isobaric current, makes the (g,pp) calculations
gauge invariant.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In what follows, predictions for16O and 12C(g,NN) dif-
ferential cross sections and polarization observables will
presented. The sensitivity of the measurable quantities to
various aspects of the reaction mechanism will be discus
The role of the final-state interaction can be assessed by
sidering that the unfactorized model can be applied with
ther distorted or plane-wave outgoing nucleon wave fu
tions, keeping all other ingredients of the calculations exac
equal. The extent to which proton-proton knockout is dom
nated byS-wave absorption, will be estimated by comparin
the results obtained within the context of the full unfacto
ized model with the predictions from the factorized schem
Indeed, the latter model is explicitly based on the domina
of 1S0 proton pairs whereas no such restrictions are made
the unfactorized approach. In the course of this section
will suggest another way of gaining insight into the role
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TABLE I. Possible configurations for proton-proton knockout from thes- andp-shell combinations. The
L ~l! denotes the c.m.~relative! angular momentum of the pair. TheJpair

p is the total angular momentum o
the pair~including relative and c.m. motion!. The separation in c.m. and relative motion is done as if we
dealing with HO single-particle wave functions.

Shell model Relative c.m. Relative wave function
(nh ,l h)(nh8,l h8) (L,S)Jpair

p (n,l ) (N,L) 2S11l J (T)

(1s)2 (0,0)01 ~1,0! ~1,0! 1S0 (T51)
(1s)(1p) (1,1)02 ~1,1! ~1,0! 3P0 (T51)

(1,0)12 ~1,0! ~1,1! 1S0 (T51)
(1,1)12 ~1,1! ~1,0! 3P1 (T51)
(1,1)22 ~1,1! ~1,0! 3P2 (T51)

(1p)2 (0,0)01 ~1,0! ~2,0! 1S0 (T51)
(0,0)01 ~2,0! ~1,0! 1S0 (T51)
(1,1)01 ~1,1! ~1,1! 3P1 (T51)
(1,1)11 ~1,1! ~1,1! 3P0 ,3P1 ,3P2 (T51)
(1,1)21 ~1,1! ~1,1! 3P1 ,3P2 (T51)
(2,0)21 ~1,0! ~1,2! 1S0 (T51)
(2,0)21 ~1,2! ~1,0! 1D2 (T51)
in

t

tal
For
d to
bly
o

the different combinations for the relative wave function
the photoabsorption mechanism. The method is based on
selective nature of the photoabsorption mechanism when
final state is created with a specific angular momentumJR .

The reason for concentrating onp-shell nuclei is partly
the
he

inspired by the observation that the bulk of the experimen
activities are concentrated in this part of the mass table.
the heavier target nuclei the transparency, which is relate
the probability for nucleons to escape, is considera
smaller @39#. Accordingly, the ambiguities with respect t
we
TABLE II. Possible configurations for proton-neutron knockout from thes- and p-shell combinations.
TheL ( l ) denotes the c.m.~relative! angular momentum of the pair. TheJpair

p is the total angular momentum
of the pair~including relative and c.m. motion!. The separation in c.m. and relative motion is done as if
are dealing with HO single-particle wave functions.

Shell model Relative c.m. Relative wave function
(nh ,l h)(nh8,l h8) (L,S)Jpair

p (n,l ) (N,L) 2S11l J (T)

(1s)2 (0,0)01 ~1,0! ~1,0! 1S0 (T51)
(0,1)11 ~1,0! ~1,0! 3S1 (T50)

(1s)(1p) (1,1)02 ~1,0! ~1,1! 3S1 (T50)
(1,1)02 ~1,1! ~1,0! 3P0 (T51)
(1,0)12 ~1,1! ~1,0! 1P1 (T50)
(1,0)12 ~1,0! ~1,1! 1S0 (T51)
(1,1)12 ~1,0! ~1,1! 3S1 (T50)
(1,1)12 ~1,1! ~1,0! 3P1 (T51)
(1,1)22 ~1,0! ~1,1! 3S1 (T50)
(1,1)22 ~1,1! ~1,0! 3P2 (T51)

(1p)2 (0,0)01 ~2,0! ~1,0! 1S0 (T51)
(0,0)01 ~1,0! ~2,0! 1S0 (T51)
(1,1)01 ~1,1! ~1,1! 3P1 (T51)
(0,1)11 ~2,0! ~1,0! 3S1 (T50)
(0,1)11 ~1,0! ~2,0! 3S1 (T50)
(1,1)11 ~1,1! ~1,1! 3P0 ,3P1 ,3P2 (T51)
(1,0)11 ~1,1! ~1,1! 1P1 (T50)
(2,1)11 ~1,0! ~1,2! 3S1 (T50)
(2,1)11 ~1,2! ~1,0! 3D1 (T50)
(1,1)21 ~1,1! ~1,1! 3P1 ,3P2 (T51)
(2,0)21 ~1,0! ~1,2! 1S0 (T51)
(2,0)21 ~1,2! ~1,0! 1D2 (T51)
(2,1)21 ~1,0! ~1,2! 3S1 (T50)
(2,1)21 ~1,2! ~1,0! 3D2 (T50)
(2,1)31 ~1,0! ~1,2! 3S1 (T50)
(2,1)31 ~1,2! ~1,0! 3D3 (T50)
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the final-state interaction~FSI! in two-nucleon emission re
actions are expected to become increasingly worrying w
increasing target mass numberA.

We consider two types of kinematical conditions that c
ate favorable conditions to study the dynamics of pairs in
medium and present exclusive cross sections for~groups of!
states in the low missing-energy range.

A. 16O„g,NN… and 12C„g,NN… in quasideuteron kinematics

In this subsection we are presenting cross sections in
called ‘‘quasideuteron’’ ~QD! kinematics which is con-
strained by imposing the condition that the missing mom
tum uPW u equals zero. Accordingly, one is considerin
photoabsorption on dinucleons which are at rest~this of
course in an ideal world in which final-state interactio
could be completely ignored!. For in-plane kinematics, the
QD condition leads to a unique solution forub , ukWau andukWbu
for each given set of (qW g , ua , Ex). The effect of the c.m.
motion on the angular cross sections is then minimized as
pair function F(P50) remains constant. Accordingly it i
hoped that a maximized sensitivity to the dynamics of
pair relative motion can be achieved. Quasideuteron k
matics further allows comparing A(g,pn) observables with
results obtained in photodisintegration of the deuteron. T
t
g
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opens perspectives to study in how far proton-neutron p
in the medium resemble quasideuteron properties and
learn more about possible medium modifications of
photon-nucleus coupling. Experiments that probe events
lated to low missing momenta have the obvious advantag
sampling that region of the phase space for which the larg
cross sections are expected.

It is worth reminding the reader that we have used rea
tic single-particle wave functions in our calculations and
not rely on an expansion in terms of relative and c.
harmonic-oscillator~HO! wave functions in order to calcu
late the cross sections. Nevertheless, it turns out that con
ering the different relative and c.m. combinations in t
harmonic-oscillator limit is very helpful in interpreting th
general behavior of the angular cross sections and pola
tion observables. In Tables I and II we have collected all
possible quantum numbers of the pair relative and c.m. w
functions for proton-proton and proton-neutron knocko
from the differents- and p-shell combinations. The combi
nations are made as if the bound-state wave functions ar
the simple harmonic-oscillator type. After making a sepa
tion in the relative and c.m. motion through a Moshins
transformation the antisymmetric two-body wave functio
read
u~nal aj ata ,nbl bj btb!;JRMR&as5 (
LML

(
nl

(
NL

(
SMS

(
TMT

j â j b̂L̂ŜK 1

2
ta

1

2
tbUTMTL ^LMLSMSuJRMR&H l a l b L

1

2

1

2
S

j a j b JR

J
3^nl,NL;Lunal a ,nbl b ;L&U~nl,NL!LML ,S 1

2

1

2DSMS ,S 1

2

1

2DTMTL @12~21! l 1S1T#,

~20!
sults
n in

on

rd-
a-

e
to

lated

ss,
on-
where ĵ [A2 j 11, T (S) is the total isospin~spin! of the
pair, andl (L) the angular momentum of the relative~c.m.!
pair wave function. In the above expression we have used
conventions of Ref.@40# for the angular momentum couplin
coefficients. For direct two-nucleon knockout from a 01 tar-
get nucleus thetotal angular momentum of the pair~which is
the sum of the c.m. angular momentum, relative angular m
mentum, and total spin of the pair! determines the quantum
numberJR of the residual fragment. By studying the cro
section for the differentJR’s, which could experimentally be
achieved in a high-resolution experiment@7,8,41#, one can
then study the behavior of the observables as a functio
the various types of relative pair wave functions. In QD
nematics, pair c.m. wave functions with an angular mom
tum L.0 are unlikely to contribute substantially to the d
ferential cross sections. Assuming that the ini
photoabsorption occurs on a relativeS state, then knockou
from the (1p3/2)

2 configuration is expected to populate
JR501 ~proton-proton case! and JR511 ~proton-neutron
case!. We have calculated the observables for proton-pro
he

o-

of

-

l

n

and proton-neutron knockout from12C considering QD ki-
nematics and four representative photon energies. The re
are summarized in Figs. 3 and 4 and refer to the situatio
which the A-2 fragments 10B and 10Be are created in a
(1p3/2)

22 two-hole state. The figures show the contributi
for the individual angular momentum componentsJR of the
A-2 fragment as well as the result~solid lines! which is ob-
tained after incoherently adding all the components. Acco
ingly, the solid lines reflect the situation in which an integr
tion over the missing-energy range forp-shell knockout
would be made.

The results of Figs. 3 and 4 are in conformity with th
above predictions in the sense that the major contribution
the respective cross sections comes indeed fromJR501

~proton-proton case! and JR511 ~proton-neutron case!.
These are the states that one would expect to be popu
assuming absorption on dinucleons in relativeS waves and
c.m. angular momentumL50. The latter type of compo-
nents are naturally favored in QD kinematics. Neverthele
the calculations produce substantial contributions from c
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FIG. 3. Unpolarized differential cross section, photon asymmetry, and proton polarization for the12C(g,pp)10Be@(1p3/2)
22# at Eg

5100, 200, 300, and 400 MeV in QD kinematics. The separate contribution fromJR501 ~dashed line! andJR521 ~dotted line! are shown.
The solid line is the incoherent sum of both contributions. The curves are the result of an unfactorized calculation including outgoing
distortions, isobaric currents, and ground-state correlations. The latter are implemented with the central correlation function from R@45#.
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figurations that fall beyond this QD picture. The populati
of the 01 state in the (g,pn) reaction with a non-negligible
cross section could be interpreted as a manifestation of p
toabsorption on1S0(T)51 proton-neutron pairs which is
slightly unbound configuration in the free proton-neutr
system. The next two importantJR’s contributing to the
(g,pn) observables areJR501 and 31. The JR521 cross
section is very small. It should be stressed that all ab
statements regarding the relative population of the states
ply to QD kinematics and should not be considered as g
eral. When moderate and larger values of the missing
mentum P are probed, configurations with c.m. angul
momentaL.0 are expected to start playing a major role a
the relative population of the different angular momentu
states of theA-2 fragment is expected to be different. Mo
ing out of QD kinematics is expected to make the role of
c.m. configurations withL.0 more important. At the sam
time, the cross sections will become smaller as larger va
of the missing momentum are probed.

When comparing the corresponding proton-proton a
proton-neutron results of Figs. 3 and 4 one observes tha
o-

e
p-

n-
o-

e

es

d
he

(g,pn) asymmetries are generally smaller than the (g,pp)
ones. A similar remark holds for the polarizations. It is al
worth remarking that the shapes of the proton-proton a
proton-neutron differential cross sections are considera
different at corresponding photon energies. The angular
pendence and magnitude of the polarization observable
noticed to be remarkably close to the ones for theJR
501@(g,pp)# andJR511@(g,pn)# component. Even more
than the cross sections the polarization observables see
be dominated by photoabsorption on (l 50,L50) pairs in
QD kinematics. This seems to be particularly the case for
higher end of the photon energies considered here an
more pronounced in the (g,pn) channel. In an attempt to
investigate whetherS-wave absorption automatically implie
that the (g,pn) observables exhibit a deuteronlike behavio
we have compared the12C(g,pn) asymmetries with
d(gW ,p)n data at corresponding photon energies. AtEg
5100 MeV the deuteron asymmetry has very little rese
blance with the12C predictions. This points towards differ
ent underlying reaction mechanisms. Whereas, one-b
photoabsorption plays an important role for thed(g,p)n ob-
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FIG. 4. Unpolarized differential cross section, photon asymmetry, and proton polarization for the12C(g,pn)10B@(1p3/2)
22# reaction at

Eg5100, 200, 300, and 400 MeV in QD kinematics. The separate contribution fromJR501 ~dashed line!, JR511 ~dot-dashed line!, and
JR531 ~dotted line! are shown. TheJR521 component is small and has been omitted from the figure. The solid line is the incoheren
of all JR components. The curves are the result of an unfactorized calculation including outgoing nucleon distortions, pion exchange
isobaric currents, and ground-state correlations. The latter are implemented with the central correlation function from Ref.@45#. The
asymmetries are compared withd(gW ,p)n data from Refs.@46# ~triangles! and @47# ~squares!. The proton polarization is compared wit
d(g,pW )n data from Ref.@48#.
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servables at low photon energies@43,44#, the calculations
predict that12C(g,pn) is dominated by pion-exchange cu
rents. As one moves into theD resonance region, the calcu
lated 12C asymmetries move closer to the deuteron data
Eg5300 and 400 MeV the agreement of the12C asymme-
tries with the deuteron data is even remarkable. At th
energies, also the12C proton polarizationsPy

p turn out to
have the same sign and a similar magnitude than what
obtained ind(g,pW )n measurements.

We now investigate the sensitivity of the (g,pn) observ-
ables to the different ingredients which enter the calcu
tions. Figure 5 shows the calculated16 O(g,pn) results for
Eg5150 MeV in QD kinematics. We consider the situatio
whereby the two nucleons are emitted from the 1p shell.
Two different types of shell-model configurations were co
sidered: (1p3/2)

22 and (1p3/2)
21(1p1/2)

21. To obtain the
curves of Fig. 5 the contributions from theJR components to
the various cross sections (s,s↑,s↓,s i ,s') were incoher-
t

e

as

-

-

ently added. The sensitivity to the various terms in the p
toabsorption process is illustrated by comparing the das
and dotted line. Relative to a calculation that solely accou
for the seagull pion-exchange diagram@Fig. 2~a!#, the inclu-
sion of the pion-in-flight term@Fig. 2~b!# reduces the cross
section and does even switch the sign of the asymmetry. T
illustrates the sensitivity of the latter to the different contri
uting terms in the pion-exchange part of the photoabsorp
mechanism. We remark that even at photon energies as
as 150 MeV the effects from the isobaric current are si
able. The dot-dashed line uses the full photoabsorption
erator but plane waves for the escaping proton and neu
wave function. Comparing these results with the solid lin
which is obtained with exactly the same current operator
using distorted outgoing nucleon waves, one can estimate
role of the final-state interaction. The asymmetry is har
affected by the outgoing nucleon distortions, whereas
differential cross section is roughly reduced by a factor of
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FIG. 5. Unpolarized differential cross section, photon asymmetry, and proton polarization for the16O(g,pn) reaction for two types of
p-shell configurations in QD kinematics andEg5150 MeV. The dashed line is obtained when including only the seagull pion-exch
current. The dotted line is the calculated result when including both the seagull and pion-in-flight pion-exchange current. The s
shows the full model calculation, including theD33, seagull and pion-in-flight current. The dot-dashed line shows the equivalent resu
now using plane waves for the outgoing particle wave functions.
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The effect of the distortions on the proton polarizations
large. Its magnitude is of the same order as the deute
results at corresponding photon energies@42–44#. In com-
paring the (g,pn) results of Fig. 5 for both shell-model con
figurations one gets a feeling about the nuclear structure
pendence of the cross sections and polarization observa
In this context it is worth remarking that in the Hartree-Fo
basis that we are using the radial dependence of the 1p3/2 and
1p1/2 single-particle wave functions differs. The gene
trends for all observables are rather uniform for both c
figurations. The subtle differences between the two situati
are mainly a manifestation for the importance of mechanis
that go beyond3S1 absorption. Indeed if there would b
solely quasideuteron-like absorption on@3S1(T50), L
50# pairs both shell-model configurations would be dom
s
on

e-
es.

l
-
s
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-

nated by theJR511 contribution.
Predictions for the12C(g,pp) cross section within the

simple factorized model are shown in Fig. 6 and are co
pared with the full~unfactorized! model calculations. At low
photon energies, where the range of the photons is really
large to expect mere photoabsorption on short-rangeS
waves, the factorized model largely undershoots the
model calculations. With increasing photon energy, the f
torized predictions seem to get closer to the full model p
dictions. The full model calculations, however, produce d
ferential cross sections which are not as sharply peak
Referring to the results of Fig. 3, which shows the differe
JR contributions for the distorted wave~solid line! calcula-
tion of Fig. 6, this is mainly due to excitation of theJR511

state, which is somehow excluded when considering (1S0,
d
latter are
FIG. 6. Differential cross section, asymmetry, and polarization for the12C(g,pp)10Be@(1p3/2)
22# reaction atEg5100 and 300 MeV in

QD kinematics. The dotted curves are the predictions of the factorized model. The solid~dashed! line are the results of the unfactorize
model using distorted~plane! outgoing nucleon waves. In all cases isobaric currents and ground-state correlations are included. The
implemented with the central correlation function from Ref.@45#.
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FIG. 7. The12C(g,pp) observables in QD kinematics for knockout from thep shell. All curves are obtained in the unfactorized mod
and include outgoing nucleon distortions. The dashed line includes solely the isobaric currents. The other curves include als
correlations with different choices for the correlation function: Ref.@45# ~solid!, Ref. @49# ~dotted!, and Ref.@50# ~dot-dashed!.
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L50! ‘‘quasideuteron’’ absorption. We remark further th
the proton angle dependence for theJR501 contribution in
the unfactorized model~Fig. 3!, which is the configuration
that the dominantS-wave photoabsorption would selec
bears a strong resemblance with the factorized model’s
diction. As a consequence, it can be concluded that a m
source of deviations between the results produced by
factorized scheme and the full model calculations has to
ascribed to photoabsorption mechanisms that go beyon
quasideuteron-like mechanism. The effect of the final-s
interaction can be estimated by comparing the solid
dashed line in Fig. 6. As is usually the case, the final-s
distortions tend to widen the peaks of the angular cross
tions obtained in the plane-wave approximation. The eff
of the outgoing nucleon distortion is particularly large for t
left panel of Fig. 6. The typical outgoing nucleon kinet
energy is 20–50 MeV, which makes this result not that s
prising. Note that for this low photon energy the effect of t
FSI on theS is even sizeable. For the right panel, corr
sponding with outgoing nucleon kinetic energies rang
from 60 to 210 MeV, the role of the outgoing nucleon d
tortions is minor but not negligible.

A plane-wave calculation with a Hermitian current ope
tor would produce an outgoing nucleon polarization which
exactly zero. Two mechanisms of completely different orig
can makePy

p different from zero. First, final-state interactio
effects and secondly, the fact that theD propagatorGD

res of
Eq. ~17! entering the isobaric current, contains imagina
parts. At low photon energies, where the damping effects
the D propagator can only play a marginal role, one expe
a plane-wave calculation to producePy

p50. This fundamen-
tal property can be exploited to check the numerical accur
of the calculations. It speaks in favor of the calculations t
the plane-wave result atEg5100 MeV does indeed obey thi
criterion for the full range of proton emission angles.
Eg5100 MeV, the polarization is thus fully determined b
the FSI mechanisms. In the resonance region, the occurr
of theD width would make a plane-wave calculation alrea
produce aPy

pÞ0. ThePy
p is then a measure for the medium
e-
or
e
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dependent damping mechanism of intermediateD creation
and the FSI effects. This is confirmed by the results in
right panel of Fig. 6, where neither of the two mechanisms
observed to be dominant.

Now we address the question of how far (g,pp) polariza-
tion observables could be helpful in discriminating betwe
the different model predictions for the ground-state corre
tion effects. Within the context of the present model th
amounts to investigating the sensitivity to the differe
choices for the central correlation function~sometimes re-
ferred to as defect function!. In order to minimize the con-
tributions from the isobaric currents, we have conside
quasideuteron kinematics and photon energies on either
of the D33 resonance:~a! Eg5100 MeV and~b! Eg5400
MeV. Referring to Eq.~14! the effect of the ground-stat
correlations, which primarily comes through the magneti
tion current, is predicted to have aqg

2 dependence, which
make the short-range correlations~SRC! more likely to
manifest themselves at higher photon energies. The
panel of Fig. 7, which refers toEg5100 MeV, illustrates that
even at lower photon energies the ground-state correla
effects do not overshoot the~suppressed! contribution from
isobaric currents and exception is made for the hard-c
correlation function of Ref.@50# ~dot-dashed line! which is
generally considered not to be very realistic. As a matter
fact, it is obvious from Fig. 7 that dedicated (g,pp) experi-
ments could unambiguously settle the unrealistic characte
hard-core correlation functions. Note that there are relativ
little uncertainties regarding theD current operator at low
photon energies as the static limit for the isobaric curr
operator would be fully justified. Using realistic soft-co
correlation functions, the ground-state correlation effects
relatively more visible in the differential cross section a
proton polarization than in the photon asymmetry. AtEg
5400 MeV the strength from the isobaric currents rema
sizeable and the effect of the Jastrow correlations on
observables is of the same size as forEg5100 MeV. The
results of Fig. 7 illustrate that the mere fact of having t
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FIG. 8. Photon energy and proton emission angle dependence of the16O(g,pp)(1p1/2)
22 and 16O(g,pn)(1p1/2)

22 differential cross
section and photon asymmetry in coplanar and symmetrical kinematics. The calculations include the outgoing nucleon distortion
contributing meson-exchange and isobaric current diagrams. Ground-state correlations were implemented through the correlatio
from Ref. @45#.
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photon absorbed on a1S0 diproton pair does not guarante
that the reaction process is dominated by ground-state co
lations.

B. 16O„g,NN… in coplanar and symmetrical kinematics

Coplanar and symmetrical kinematics refer to a spec
situation for which the following kinematical conditions a
obeyed: (ukWau5ukWbu[k, ua5ub5u, fa50°, fb5180°). For
each nucleon emission angleu and photon energy, energy
momentum conservation will provide a unique solution
the momentumk. In the considered kinematics the c.m. m
mentumP varies rapidly with the polar angleua and within
the factorized model of Sec. III A we haveukW 1u5ukW 2u
5Ak2sin2u1q2/4. So, in many respects coplanar and sy
metrical kinematics is complementary to QD kinemati
Whereas QD kinematics would rather be used to compare
relative motion of bound pairs with the deuteron, coplan
and symmetrical kinematics are intrinsically meant to e
plore the fact that in the medium nucleon pairs are cha
terized by c.m. degrees of freedom besides their relative
tion. The strong dependence of the cross sections on the
function F(P), makes the absolute magnitude of the cro
sections to vary dramatically as a function of the escap
nucleon angle in coplanar and symmetrical kinematics.

Within the factorized (g,pp) model of Sec. III A, the
major contribution from the central correlations to the cro
section, which comes from a coupling of the photon field
re-
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-
.
he
r,
-
c-
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s

the one-body magnetization current, is exactly zero forukW 1u
5 ukW 2u. Accordingly, an abstraction made of the~small! con-
tribution from the convection current, both theWT andWTT

structure functions from Eq.~14! are predicted to be domi
nated by the isobaric current when facing coplanar and s
metrical kinematics.

Figure 8 displays the calculated16O(g,pp) and
16O(g,pn) cross sections and photon asymmetries versus
proton emission angle and photon energy. We have con
ered a (1p1/2)

22 configuration for the residualA-2 nucleus,
so that onlyJR501 can contribute for thepp case, whereas
thepn channel can feed two angular momenta states, nam
JR501 and 11. For both channels and all emission angl
considered a clear resonance atEg'260 MeV is observed
for the cross section. The resonance is not very visible in
asymmetry. Thepn channel is characterized by a wider ph
ton energy and emission angle dependence than thepp
breakup channel. In both cases, however, the pair func
F(P) creates the strength to reside in these parts of the p
space for which the missing momentumP is small. At a
fixed photon energy, the peak in the differential cross s
tions, which corresponds with the situation that the miss
momentum is approximately zero, is localized at prot
emission angles around 60–70° in the lab frame. Rem
that up'70° corresponds with zero missing momentum a
the maximum of the cross section for the low end of t
photon energies considered here. At higher photon ener
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FIG. 9. Photon energy and emission angle dependence of the16O(g,pp)14C differential cross section and asymmetry in coplanar a
symmetrical kinematics. Two different shell-model configurations are considered. The calculations include the outgoing nucleon d
and all contributing isobaric current diagrams. Also the ground-state correlations were implemented using the correlation function f
@45#.
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(Eg>300 MeV! the peak does gradually shift to 60° in th
lab frame. TheP50 situation in coplanar and symmetric
kinematics obeys also the QD conditions.

From the right panel of Fig. 8 it becomes clear that t
(g,pn) asymmetry is characterized by rather strong va
tions in both the photon energy and emission angle dep
dence. The smallest values are reached for the low ph
energies. With increasingEg the isobaric currents gain in
relative importance and as was already observed for
(g,pn) results of Fig. 5 they tend to increase the asymme
relative to the values that one would get including solely
meson-exchange contributions. The attention is drawn to
fact that the (g,pp) results of the left panel in Fig. 8 repre
sent a rather unique case in the sense that the sele
(1p1/2)

22 final state can only feed theJR501 state which
gets its dominant contribution through (1S0 , L50) photo-
absorption. An exception is made for the lower photon en
gies, the proton-proton asymmetry is close to21 for the full
range of (Eg , up) covered in Fig. 8. We remind you that th
asymmetry would be exactly21 within the factorized mode
of Sec. III A. This is another indication for the predictiv
power of the factorized model when1S0 absorption is the
dominant configuration. Our findings also confirm the calc
lations of Ref.@13#, where it was pointed out that even aft
including the c.m. motion of the pair, simple1S0 diproton
breakup produces3He(gW ,pp) asymmetries that are large an
negative.
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With the aim of studying in greater detail the impact
the different relative angular momentum states on
(gW ,pp) asymmetries we display model predictions for
@(1p3/2)

22; JR501,21# and a @(1p3/2)
21(1p1/2)

21; JR

511] final state in Fig. 9. In comparison with th
@(1p1/2)

22; JR501# situation, the considered shell-mod
configurations are not as selective as far as the different c
tributing relative angular momentum states is concerned.
deed, the (1p3/2)

22 configuration can be excited in proton
proton knockout throughS, P, and D absorption. The
@(1p3/2)

21(1p1/2)
21; JR511# configuration is unique in

that S-wave absorption is excluded and only relativeP
waves would contribute in a harmonic-oscillator model@8#.
From the right panel of Fig. 9 it becomes clear that th
produces a doubly-bumped structure in theup dependence
with a minimum aroundP50. At the same time, the asym
metry is positive in most of the covered (Eg ,up) region. The
left panel of Fig. 9 shows features that turn out to be a hyb
mixture of characteristics related toS- and P-wave absorp-
tion. TheP-wave admixture makes the asymmetry to be s
stantially smaller than what was obtained in the left pane
Fig. 8 where theS wave dominates. Rather strong variatio
of S in Eg and up are observed and there is very little r
semblance with a flat structure wiggling slightly above t
S521 plane as was noticed for the (g,pp) results in Fig. 8.
So, rather than FSI effects or Fermi motion it turns out th
photoabsorption on relativeP diprotons has a very large im
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FIG. 10. Photon energy dependence of the cross section, asymmetry, and polarization for the16O(g,pp)14C@(1p1/2)
22,JR501# reaction

in coplanar and symmetrical kinematics and different values for the opening angleup . The curves are the result of an unfactoriz
calculation including outgoing nucleon distortions. The dashed curves are the results when including solely isobaric currents. For
lines also the effect of ground-state correlations are included. The latter are implemented with the central correlation function from R@45#.
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pact on the (gW ,pp) asymmetries. The present results seem
suggest that an admixture ofP-wave absorption might also
help in interpreting the measured3He(gW ,pp) asymmetries
~Ref. @11#! which were shown to be incompatible with1S0
photoabsorption in Ref.@13#.

In an attempt to study the photon energy dependenc
the (g,pp) variables more profoundly and estimate the eff
of the ground-state correlations, we display in Fig. 10 so
cuts along fixed values of the opening angle in the thr
dimensional plot of Fig. 8. The opening angles are chose
lie in that part of the phase space where the cross section
reasonably large. Four values of the opening angles h
been considered. The sensitivity of the cross sections to
ground-state correlations is found to be relatively small.
is the effect on the asymmetry for most of the phase sp
covered. However, the spike observed atup590° and lower
photon energies~see also Fig. 8! has to be fully ascribed to
the ground-state correlations. It is maybe worth stressing
up590° corresponds with the situation that the largest v
ues of the relative pair momentum are reached in copla
and symmetrical kinematics. The effect of the short-ran
o
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effects on the proton polarization is large. This might ho
ever be very characteristic for the chosen shell-model c
figuration in the final state. Indeed, the proton polarizat
turns out to be zero when considering only the isobaric c
tribution and a 01 final state.

The corresponding (g,pn) results for the proton-proton
results in Fig. 10 are contained in Fig. 11. For all nucle
emission angles considered, a wideD resonant structure is
visible in the cross section. Surprisingly, the resonant beh
ior is not pronounced for the polarization observables. T
confirms the conclusion that the asymmetry is extremely s
sitive to the interference terms between the different cont
uting two-body operators. Note that the predicted effect
central ground-state correlations on the (g,pn) observables
is marginal.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

In this paper we have explored the possibilities of us
polarized photon beams and outgoing nucleon polarimetr
learn more about the dynamics of bound nucleon pairs w
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FIG. 11. Photon energy dependence of the cross section, asymmetry, and polarization for the16O(g,pn)14N@(1p1/2)
22# reaction in

coplanar and symmetrical kinematics and different values for the opening angleup5un . The contributions fromJR501 and 11 are
incoherently added. The dashed curves are the result of an unfactorized calculation including outgoing nucleon distortions, meson
and isobaric currents. For the solid lines also the effect of ground-state correlations are included. The latter are implemented with t
correlation function from Ref.@45#.
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the aid of (g,pp) and (g,pn) reactions. As it is often the
case, the asymmetry was shown to be less dependent o
outgoing nucleon distortions than the corresponding diff
ential cross sections. The effect of the outgoing nucleon
tortions on the polarization, however, is rather large. ThePy

p

was further shown to be a sensitive observable to investi
the mechanisms related to the short lifetime of theD reso-
nance in the medium. Indeed, the latter reflect themselve
imaginary parts entering theD self-energy and produce size
able contributions to the outgoing nucleon polarization.

It was pointed out that by studying the differential cro
sections for excitation of theA-2 fragment in a state with
particular angular momentumJR one can deduce informatio
about the nature of the initial pair wave function. This do
not imply, however, that the experiments would have to
solve each residual state. Observables for different s
combinations, which would typically feed the residual sy
tem in a certain range of missing energies, would already
very instructive to learn about the different possible p
combinations. We have shown that the observables are c
the
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acterized by a selective sensitivity to mechanisms that
beyond photoabsorption on a1S0 proton-proton and3S1
proton-neutron pair. This was found to be already the cas
so-called quasideuteron kinematics where the missing
mentum is constrained to be zero, so that the influence of
pair c.m. motion is minimized and ‘‘deuteronlike’’ cond
tions are created. In this type of kinematics, the major dev
tions fromS-wave absorption are visible in the angular cro
sections. The polarization observables seem to be far
affected. The fact thatS-wave absorption plays a predom
nant role does not guarantee, however, that the (g,pn)
asymmetries exhibit deuteronlike properties in quasideute
kinematics. In theD resonance region a strong similari
between thed(gW ,pn) and the12C(gW ,pn) asymmetries is ob-
served. The situation changes for the lower photon ener
where the 12C predictions deviate substantially from th
measured deuteron asymmetries. For all these reasons
deem that the exclusive (g,NN) channel is an ideal probe t
study the limitations of the QD approach and to reach
better level in our understanding of the dynamics of proto
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neutron pairs in the medium relative to the deuteron.
Within the factorized model, a general behavior for t

A(gW ,pp) asymmetries is predicted in that they would be e
actly 21 as long as one is dealing with1S0 absorption in
coplanar kinematics and the dominant role of the isobar c
rent is guaranteed. Neither FSI effects, nor a more sop
cated treatment of the pair relativeS-wave function seem to
change this very much. The slightest admixture of mec
nisms going beyond1S0 absorption are noticed to induc
major changes to the asymmetry. WhereasS'521 for 1S0
photoabsorption, the calculations predict a completely diff
ent behavior as soon as relativeP,D, . . . start playing a
role. The extent to which mechanisms beyondS-wave ab-
sorption play a role is very much dependent on the kinem
ics and the nuclear structure of theA-2 fragment. The sensi
tivity of the (g,pp) asymmetries to ground-state correlatio
were shown not to be very large and were considera
smaller than the effects on the angular cross sections
outgoing nucleon polarizations. Such a behavior could
ready be inferred from the expressions derived within
context of the factorized model. All this, however, is illu
trating the usefulness of having simplified models for p
dicting the major trends and sensitivities in the different o
servables.
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It would be of interest to see to which degree the dev
tions from QD-like absorption and deuteronlike behavior c
be experimentally confirmed. In any case, high or moder
resolution data in the low-energy part of the missing ene
spectrum would provide invaluable information to te
whether the dynamics of the pairs in the medium comp
with mean-field-like behavior or whether there are importa
deviations in~some of! the relative wave-function combina
tions. In order to minimize the uncertainties regarding t
final state interaction polarization observables, and in p
ticular the photon asymmetries, will be of very great help
these studies.
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